Prospect Police Department
Report Summary for APRIL 2015


Arrests
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦



Call Responses (including Crisis Intervention, JC3, Missing Persons,)
♦
♦
♦



Apr 02: (256) Warrant for misuse of confidential information
Apr 02: (255) Warrant for wanton endangerment
Apr 13: (069) Bench warrant for speeding & driving without an operators’ license
Apr 23: (075) Warrant for parking in handicap zone
Apr 23: (076) Warrant for no registration plates and failure to register vehicle

Apr 04: (560) Suspicious activity involving unlocked vehicle, nothing taken
Apr 17: (065) Possible credit card ID theft at Circle K
Apr 18: (682) Civil dispute re: breach of signed contract between resident and Superior Masonry

Missing Persons
 Apr 17: (083) Run-away teen from home, CANCELLED due to return of teen

Code Enforcement
♦ No citations were issued in April.
♦ All permits in order and up to date.
Issues included multiple uncut lawns, an improperly parked trailer, disruption of vegetation in a drainage easement, loud
dogs/ odors, vegetation obstructing view of traffic, improperly placed signs, and yard debris in plastic bags left at curb.
Two violations are pending, one being an ongoing battle over mowing 4 Scenic Hill, which is in foreclosure, and the other is
vegetation blocking the view of oncoming traffic on Hunting Creek Dr. at Foxcroft Rd. The vegetation has been trimmed by
the tenant, but the city is asking for further trimming. All other issues have been resolved.



Felony Reports
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦



Apr 03: (075) Theft of vehicle and properties in the vehicle
Apr 04: (073) Theft of items from vehicle believed to be locked, no damage to vehicle
Apr 04: (070) Theft of items in locked vehicle, damage to vehicle
Apr 04: (071) Theft of items in locked vehicle, damage to vehicle
Apr 08: (089) ID theft, taxes filed fraudulently
Apr 10: (091) ID theft, taxes filed fraudulently
Apr 15: (081) Theft by deception, including cold checks
Apr 15: (082) Theft of utility trailer from local business
Apr 15: (085) ID theft involving credit card, possibly by workers in victim’s house
Apr 16: (090) Theft of jewelry, possibly by household employees

Misdemeanor Reports
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Apr 01: (076) Theft of items delivered to house
Apr 03: (069) Damage to vehicle, numerous items taken
Apr 04: (072) Damage to vehicle, numerous gift cards taken
Apr 04: (074) Vehicle ransacked and a phone charger taken
Apr 05: (077) Shoplifting from Kroger
Apr 18: (084) Assault by former employee of local establishment, former roommate of victim
Apr 25: (094) Criminal mischief at Bridgepointe gate

